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all of the comics were created during a series of 
workshops in march 2018 - pupils from the schools 

involved also created some of their own 
characters and stories...









































Na Gaisgich
created by primary schools from Islay & Jura, Mull and tiree in march 
2018, including Bowmore PS, Port Ellen PS, Port Charlotte PS, Keills 
PS, Small Isles PS, Tobermory PS, Salen PS, Ulva PS, Lochdonhead PS, 
Tiree PS and Tiree High school
 
Many thanks to Kirsty Blackhall, Maggie MacLellan, Julie MacLennan 
and Mairi Forbes for organising the Comic book workshops in their 
local areas and for all the teachers who helped out each day.
 
Special thanks to Kirsty Blackhall, Maggie MacLellan, Duncan MacNeil 
and Mairi Forbes for providing Gaelic translations and editing.
 
Thanks to Port Ellen PS, Keills PS, Islay High School, Tobermory High 
school and Tiree High school for hosting events.

Thanks to Scottish Government for providing the funding for the 
project, through the Gaelic Specific Grant, in order to facilitate access 
to Gaelic language and culture.
 
scripts by class & Paul bristow / artwork by mhairi robertson
published by magic torch comics

very special thanks to gwen mccrossan for all her help and support 
in organising, developing and delivering the project. 



in march 2018, primary schools from islay 
& jura, mull and tiree worked to adapt 
traditional gaelic folk tales and ballads into 
comic strips as part of a transition project 
to high school.

featuring heroes and villains of every shape 
and size, there's battles, dragons, sunken 
treasure and even an unlucky but very plucky 
dog.

the comics are presented in both dual 
language and full gaelic translation in order 
to promote reading and understanding of 
gaelic.


